
PW2 150 000 12 (12V)
PW2 150 000 13 (24V)

Fischio Pneumatico Omologato
(Trombe per imbarcazioni da 12m a 20m)

Approved Pneumatic Whistle
(Marine Horns for vessels between 12m to 20m in length)
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Approved signalling whistle complete with white painted horn ø200 mm, with electric compressor 
and mounting accessories. Meets COLREG 1972 IMO class IV regulations. 
Approvals: RINA, LLOYD’S REGISTER MCA and BUREAU VERITAS, NMMA  ABYC  A-23

1. Install the horn angled slightly downward (5°)in order to avoid the water stagnation 
within the cone.
2. Connect the loudspeaker to the compressor through the Rilsan pipe utilizing the accessorizes of 
    the kit, see the layout attached. 
3. Install the oil container as shown in the photographic sequence. 
4. Fix the compressor to a flat surface using M5 screws. Use the rubber vibration-damping   in
    order to avoid any vibrations during the execution.       
5. Connect in series the service switch to the red cable. On the same cable a lamellar fuse has 
    been installed.
6. Connect the extreme part of the red cable to the positive pole of the battery (+) and the extreme 
   part of the black cable to the negative pole of the battery (-).

INSTALLING INSTRUCTION OF THE WHISTLE

ELECTRICAL TECHNICAL DATA

Lamellar fuse (40A at 12V and 30A at 24V)
Service switch supplied 
Section of cables:
For connections to the battery up to 5 meters : 2,5 mmq per 24V

4,0 mmq per 12V
For the connections to the battery up to 10 meters: 4,0 mmq per 24V

6,0 mmq per 12V   

In the case of a system malfunction proceed as follows :
1. Check the continuity of the fuse and eventually change it.
2. Check that the oil container is set correctly. If there is an excessive amount of oil, its impurities
    can reach the membrane blocking the normal performance of the whistle. In this case dismantle 
    the horn, clean the membranes and re-assemble. 
3. Small solid bodies such as filings of metal can cause the same problem . In this case clean the 
    membranes as said above.
4. Excessive lubrication causes a stoppage of the compressor and of the pipe which connects the 
  compressor with the horn. In this case disconnect the pipe from the horn and run dry the  
    Compressor to dispose of the excess lubrication.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL DATA

PROBLEM RESOLUTIONS

Pneumatic Whistle 12V/24V
Marine Horns for vessels between 

12m to 20m in length

Code
150 000 12 (12V)            
150 000 13 (24V)

PW2 150 000 12 12 20 123 630 460x200 1
PW2 150 000 13 24 10 123 630 460x200 1

Hz DIMENIONS (mm) PCS. X CARTONdB (1/3 OCT.)(1m)TYPE PART NUMBER V A



FUSE 
30A 12V
25A 24V

VIBRATION-DAMPING

SCREW M5

+

-
BATTERY 12/24V

SWITCH

OILER

RILSAN PIPE øout 8 mm
                       øin 6 mm

Within the horn, two membranes have been installed in sequence. Whenever the whistle has been 
opened to clean the membranes it has to be reassemble following the drawing quoted underneath.
The lid, which closes the horn, is pressured.
To fix the horn two threaded pipes are supplied in two different measurements. Cut part of the pipe 
off if shorter piped is required. Make sure to clean the pipe properly afterwards in order to eliminate 
any metal remains. Thereafter tighten it to the base of the loudspeaker.

CONNECTION LAYOUT

MEMBRANE ASSEMBLING SEQUENCE
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OILER ASSEMBLING SEQUENCE

The lubrication is regulated by means of this small screw. 
Unscrewing the brass screw, using a screwdriver increases the oil 
flow and consequently the lubrication of the membranes.
While screwing the brass screw, decreases the oil flow and 
therefore the lubrication of the membranes is reduced.
For the first time filling use the oil supplied in the kit. For future 
refilling use lubricator specific oils or, alternately, ISO VS32 type oil 
or SAE 30 automotive oil.

OILER REGULATION

1) The Warranty period is 2 years from date of purchase on production of the
    appropriate sales invoice.
2)  Should the original sales invoice not be available, then the 2 year warranty 
     period will be valid from date of production.
3) The Warranty becomes null and void in the case of incorrect utilization or 
     disregard of the instructions contained herein.
4) The Warranty only covers original production defects.
5) The Warranty does not cover any related installation costs involved.
6) Transport costs are refundable only in the case where warranty has been duly 
    recognized and accepted by Marco Spa. These costs will be limited to the 
    actual shipment costs between Marco Spa warehouse and the client's delivery 
    Address.
7) No credit notes or replacement items will be issued prior to the receipt and 

WARRANTY


























